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VIVENDI® PEP – flexible  
workforce management

VIVENDI® PEP is the software solution for targeted, cost-
effective staffing in the complex world of labour laws in the 
health and social care sector.
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The shift planning and time management module VIVENDI® PEP is the software solution for 
targeted and cost-effective staffing. It includes many convenient and flexible functions to help 
you plan and implement modern working time models, taking into account labour law and 
pay scale requirements. Automated time accounts that can run in parallel make even the most 
complex working time models more transparent while always remaining user-friendly.

VIVENDI® PEP is tailored to your individual requirements and has been designed to handle the 
complex world of labour laws in the health and social care sector.

Workforce management
Depicting complex things simply and presenting 
content in a way that’s easy to understand

Master data 
Simple recording – multiple uses

• Digital personnel record that is intuitive to use

• Import/export using a CSV file

• Master data management across all 
VIVENDI® modules

• Flexible recording of shifts, shift patterns, 
tasks, non-standard times, etc.

• As many contractual rules as you need

• Depiction of extensive area structures

• Integrated applicant management

• Position plan with overview of vacant, filled and 
over-filled positions to help optimize how you 
manage your human resources

Shift planning 
Needs-based and staff-oriented

• Different planning levels (e.g. preliminary plan, 
target plan, actual plan)

• Freely definable planning periods

• Flexible roster layouts

• Option to approve, specify and complete 
(also by staff member and day)

• Individual shift patterns/frameworks for each member 
of staff

• Recording of preferred shifts

• Can depict multiple shifts per member of staff/day

• Quick change function

• Possibility to plan shifts over multiple days

• Automatic checking of statutory regulations and 
custom policies helps you plan

• Qualitative, quantitative and up-to-the-minute 
staffing checks

• Position plan with overview of vacant, filled and 
over-filled positions

• Helps you to search for substitutes by showing free and 
suitable staff members

• Convenient holiday and absence management with 
direct link to roster

• Simulation of ‘what if’ scenarios 
without affecting the real plans

management
Modern HR
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Shift plans are expected to contain all necessary information, save costs and time, present 
complex working time models in a transparent manner and also be easy to use. That’s where 
VIVENDI® PEP comes into its own – it takes complex things and automates them, making them 
understandable and presenting them clearly and intelligently. The shift planner simply plans, 
and the system alerts you automatically about labour law limitations or over- or under-planning, 
including employee qualification. That’s how our shift plan works.

VIVENDI® PEP – Basic functions
Simple workflows – Paperless – From applicant to employee

• Calculation in line with statutory requirements

• Automatic bonus calculation

• Transparent posting (can be checked by working day)

• Definable calculation periods

• Manual correction option

• Cancellation function

Payroll calculation
• Standard import/export to commonly used systems:

• Payroll (e.g. BMD, SAP, LOGA, 
SAGE and DPW)

• Seminar management (including SMS Professional)

• Personnel master data

• Balances

• Absences

• Cost centre assignment

• Standard working times

• Leave entitlement

• Working time capacity

• Job/qualification assignment

• Development of individual/bidirectional interfaces 
possible

Interfaces

• Multiple user capability

• Freely definable user interfaces/layouts

• Appointment planning with reminder function

• Detailed change log for optimum transparency

• Mail merge and form printing function controlled 
directly using Microsoft Word and PDF

• Context-sensitive online help

Other
• Hierarchical client/area management

• Option to connect to Active Directory

• Freely definable user/role management

• Detailed authorization assignment by user group

Authorization management

• Evaluation of all master data in list 
form

• Includes around 100 standard 
reports (e.g. absence statistics 
and individual calculation)

• All lists/reports can be exported 
and printed as Microsoft Excel or 
PDF files

• Flexible reporting (using Report 
Designer)

• Custom reports can be developed 
on request

Statistics
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Freely configurable content in master data view

Target shift plan with up-to-the-minute checks for optimum staff planning a shift plan
More than just
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VIVENDI® PEP – Special functions
Because your staff are your most valuable resource

The SelfService function allows 
your staff to access their personal 
VIVENDI® PEP data via a web browser 
from wherever they are. Each member 
of staff can view and print their shifts 
or the area shift plan for the month, 
correct master data, look at their leave 
and absence overview, view their leave 
account and submit leave requests. 
The SelfService function also enables 
staff to record working times (free 
entry or clock-in function). All changes 
are subject to approval.

SelfService

The training planner is the right 
module for managing all your 
participant and training information. 
VIVENDI® PEP allows you to plan 
training centrally, document it 
extensively, manage training sessions 
and enter them automatically in 
the shift plans of participating 
staff. Linking to central document 
management enables you to save 
training materials straight from 
the training planner and generate 
certificates of participation (e.g. Word 
form printout).

Training planner

Cross-module document management allows you to 
manage any files relating to employees, applications, 
training or departments in one database. All documents 
are saved automatically in the central file storage and are 
assigned to the relevant area. You can freely define the 
folder structure, organizing your documents as it suits you 
best. Not only correspondence, but also evaluations and 
shift plans can be stored in the central file storage and are 
accessible at any time. Integration with Microsoft Word and 
PDF enables you to quickly create templates, fill in forms, 
create letters using the mail merge function and save them 
automatically.

Document management/file 
storage

From receiving an application to interviewing and hiring, 
you can keep track of all information about an applicant. 
After the application phase, you can turn an applicant 
into an employee at the touch of a button – there’s no 
need to re-enter any data. Our application service helps 
you optimize the process. It connects your web-based 
recruitment platforms with VIVENDI®. Create job listings 
and link to them on job boards. Simply download incoming 
applications and add them directly as applicants in 
VIVENDI® PEP.

Applicant management

Time tracking keeps your actual times up to date with no 
need for you to change the shift plan manually. Actual 
times can either be entered in the shift plan using the 
SelfService function in VIVENDI® Mobil, or via a time 
recording terminal (e.g. from dormakaba or Datafox). Staff 
record their starting and finishing times themselves, taking 
into account breaks, time for administrative formalities or 
visits to the doctor. The times appear directly in the shift 
plan and from there you can add them to the actual plan 
(corrected if necessary). You can also add the times from 
multiple locations to a central shift plan.

Time recording

Electronic time recording 
terminal: Staff times are trans-
ferred directly to VIVENDI® 
and evaluated.
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Some of our customers
messenger, mobile time recording, etc.)

• Extensive evaluation and statistics options

• Mobile and platform-independent (optimized for 
smartphone, tablet, laptop and PC)

• Expert management (by telephone hotline and email) 
with ticket system and quick response times

• Update policy: As a customer you are always entitled 
to the latest version (excluding service charges for 
installation)

• Monthly release cycles due to agile software 
development (in Germany)

Benefits of VIVENDI® PEP
• Intuitive interface, simple to use

• Depiction of all health insurance and pension 
information and particular notes

• High level of automation (takes into account labour 
law stipulations with note, over- or under-planning 
by employee qualification, etc.)

• Highly integrable with other systems (SAP, BMD, 
etc.)

• Smart exchange with other VIVENDI® modules 
(automatic determination of care requirements, 
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x-tention.com

x-tention group

How to get in touch

x-tention Informationstechnologie 
AT +43 7242 2155 office@x-tention.at
DE +49 821 455 903 0 office@x-tention.de
CH +41 43 222 60 22  office@x-tention.ch
UK +44 203 983 9860  office@x-tention.co.uk

soffico
DE +49 821 455 901 00 info@soffico.de

InterComponentWare
DE +49 6227 385 0 info@icw.de
US +1 650 281 2872 info@icw-global.com

FAKTOR D consulting
DE +49 821 56 74 74 34 info@xd-consulting.de

it for industries
AT +43 7242 2155 0 office@itforindustries.at

Telephone
Mobile
Email

+43 7242 2155 6313
+43 664 80009 6313
georg.samhaber@x-tention.at

Georg Samhaber
Clinical & Care Solutions


